
Membrane
Housings

• Reverse Osmosis

• Nanofiltration

• Ultrafiltration

• Microfiltration



Desalination. 

Industrial processing. 

Electronics manufacturing. 

Ultra-pure water. 

Food and beverage. 

Even healthcare. 

All are supported by CodeLine’sTM

precision-engineered membrane 

housings. CodeLine housings offer

proven reliability for the most critical 

and demanding applications. Delivering

trouble-free performance for the life 

of your water separation system.
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to maximize

system

performance

Advanced Process Technology

Recently acquired by Pentair Water Treatment, CodeLine operations were 
shifted and expanded to a new, state-of-the-art manufacturing facility located in 
Chardon, Ohio. The new facility allows CodeLine to meet the increasing demand 
for high-quality membrane separation products. Computer-controlled filament 
winding, sanding, and side porting machines provide high speed and precision 
for cost-effective production. While dedicated teams of engineers are equipped 
with leading-edge software to continually develop innovative ways to meet 
specific design challenges.

CodeLine Advantages 

Design engineers at CodeLine work closely with numerous firms in the membrane
separation industry, supporting a wide range of systems. This in-field participation
combined with years of experience enables us to offer significant advantages over 
similar brand housings. One such advantage is CodeLine’s fail-safe shell. It allows 
the vessels to weep, thus preventing catastrophic failure. Then there’s CodeLine’s 
composite construction which results in superior impact and corrosion resistance. 

Customers routinely comment that CodeLine vessels are easier to install. Multiple
port options allow for vessel-to-vessel connections, eliminating costly manifolds.
In addition, CodeLine’s exclusive Quick Lock SystemTM lets you access membranes
in seconds saving time and money. A mirror-finish I.D. yields a precision bore and
prevents biofouling. Finally, CodeLine membrane housings – the industry standard –
are proven to be more reliable.



Quality Without Exception

Pentair Water Treatment is committed to producing safe, 
long-lasting products. We use only the highest grade materials 
and build our vessels to meet or exceed ASME Section X, Class 1. 
These certifications are validated by Hartford Steam Boiler 
Inspection and Insurance Company, the world’s oldest and 
largest ASME inspection agency.

Every CodeLine vessel is subjected to rigorous quality 
control and hydro-testing before it leaves our factory. This 

means surpassing ASME cycle and burst tests, meeting 
stringent internal standards, and are ISO 9001 certified. 
This ensures that the products you 
receive are absolutely reliable.

Dedicated Customer Support

The CodeLine technical support department has the 
knowledge and experience to provide you with the answers 
you need. If a telephone call won’t suffice, we’ll travel to 
your site to make sure the products you buy from us 
operate to their stated specifications. Spare parts and 
user manuals are always available for easy, on-site service.

Building on a Solid Reputation

For over 20 years, CodeLine housings 
have revolutionized the membrane separation 
industry and earned their reputation as the 
highest performing filament-wound vessels. 
More than 200 employees are currently 
dedicated to manufacturing CodeLine 
products. As Pentair Water Treatment 
continues to invest in its people, technology, 
and equipment, you can expect the CodeLine 
product line to continually improve – 
along with your system’s performance.

Chino Basin Desalter
Chino, California  
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8" Membrane

Housings 

CodeLine 8” membrane housings 

offer long-lasting performance for 

high-pressure water separation 

applications. With a variety of End 

Port, Side Port, and Multi Port options 

to choose from, CodeLine has a vessel 

that’s sure to meet your needs.

Specialized Advantages

Easier and less costly to install –
Exclusive Multi-Port feature (80A Series
only) allows vessels to be linked together
without costly manifolds.

Quick Lock SystemTM – Allows you to 
access membranes in seconds saving 
time and money.

Superior impact and corrosion resistance – 

Composite construction makes the 
difference.

Mirror-finish ID – Yields a precision bore 
and prevents biofouling.

Fiberglass fail-safe shell – Enables vessels 
to weep, preventing catastrophic failure.

Side Port & Multi Port
Benefits – 80A Series

Reduced costs – Side Port feed and 
CodeLine’s exclusive Multi Port design 
allow for vessel-to-vessel connection, 
eliminating the need for costly manifolds. 

Greater flexibility – Multiple port 
options allow for a variety of system 
configurations.  

Easy membrane access – One-piece head 
design and Quick Lock SystemTM provide 
quick and easy membrane access. 

Simplified design – With fewer parts, the 
80A Series is easier to install and service.

End Port

Side Port & Multi Port

Ultra-pure and sanitary packages available

For detailed drawings, parts list, adapters and 
components, visit our Web site at www.codeline.com.

Note: For 8 element length vessels consult factory.
Ultra-pure and sanitary packages available.

Exclusive 
Multi Port 

feature allows 
for vessel-

to-vessel 
connection, 
eliminating 

costly 
manifolds.
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End Port Specifications

Model Drawing Design Maximum Burst Element
Number Number Operating Pressure Operating Temperature Pressure Length

80E15 523008 150 psi / 10 Bar 120°F / 49°C 900 psi / 61 Bar 1 - 7

80E25 523001 250 psi / 17 Bar 120°F / 49°C 1500 psi / 102 Bar 1 - 7

80E40 523002 400 psi / 27 Bar 120°F / 49°C 2400 psi / 163 Bar 1 - 7

80E60 523003 600 psi / 41 Bar 120°F / 49°C 3600 psi / 245 Bar 1 - 7

80E100 523011 1000 psi / 68 Bar 120°F / 49°C 6000 psi / 408 Bar 1 - 7

80E120 523012 1200 psi / 82 Bar 120°F / 49°C 7200 psi / 490 Bar 1 - 7

Side Port & Multi Port Specifications

Model Drawing Design Maximum Burst Element
Number Number Operating Pressure Operating Temperature Pressure Length

80A15 519005 150 psi / 10 Bar 120°F / 49°C 900 psi / 61 Bar 1 - 7

80A30 519001 300 psi / 20 Bar 120°F / 49°C 1800 psi / 122 Bar 1 - 7

80A45 519002 450 psi / 31 Bar 120°F / 49°C 2700 psi / 184 Bar 1 - 7

80A60 519013 600 psi / 41 Bar 120°F / 49°C 3600 psi / 245 Bar 1 - 7

80A100 507030 1000 psi / 68 Bar 120°F / 49°C 6000 psi / 408 Bar 1 - 7

80A120 507031 1200 psi / 82 Bar 120°F / 49°C 7200 psi / 490 Bar 1 - 7

For detailed drawings, parts list, adapters and 
components, visit our Web site at www.codeline.com.

Note: For 8 element length vessels consult factory.
Ultra-pure and sanitary packages available.

(Includes adapters for all 40" nominal membrane connections)

(Includes adapters for all 40" nominal membrane connections)



SampleProTM Permeate Sampling Valves

SampleProTM valves make routine permeate sampling easy. They provide a 
direct connection to the permeate stream of CodeLine 8” membrane housings. 
Simply screw SamplePro valves into your current system. Also specify new 
CodeLine housings with them. You’ll immediately see the benefits.  

Specialized Advantages 

Reduced system downtime – Permanent connection allows immediate access 
to the permeate stream.

Reduced labor costs – Faster access to the permeate stream saves time 
and money.

Improved system performance – SamplePro helps quickly identify and isolate 
problems before they cripple your system.

Long lasting – SamplePro valves are designed for years of reliable service.

Here’s how easy it is with SamplePro valves:

Insert 1/4” tubing into

SamplePro valve until

captured by first seal.

Rotate valve disk and push

tubing until it reaches

the end of the vessel.

Pull tubing out to next test

position and repeat until

housing profile is complete.

Sample Pro Specifications

Model
Number Materials Connection

47174 PVC with stainless steel internals 1" NPT thread

Sample

PRO

What the experts say:

“Probing is essential to

determine the location of 

an unusual conductivity

problem within a pressure

vessel. The best way to 

perform a probing is with 

a fitting on the permeate

port which essentially stops

any permeate from flowing

around the probing tube to

the outside.”

David H. Paul

President

David H. Paul, Inc.
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(Includes adapters for all 40" nominal membrane connections)



End Port Specifications

Model Drawing Design Maximum Burst Element
Number Number Operating Pressure Operating Temperature Pressure Length

40E30N 518016 300 psi / 20 Bar 176°F / 80°C W/PET 1800 psi / 122 Bar 1 - 3
120˚F / 49˚C W/PVC  

40E60 518017 600 psi / 41 Bar 120°F / 49°C 3600 psi / 245 Bar 1 - 6

40E100 518015 1000 psi / 68 Bar 120°F / 49°C 6000 psi / 408 Bar  1 - 6

End Port

(Includes adapters for all 40" nominal membrane connections)

Side Port & Multi Port

For detailed drawings, parts list, adapters and 
components, visit our Web site at www.codeline.com.

4" Membrane

Housings 

CodeLine 4” membrane housings 

are the high performing, cost-

effective solution for low-pressure

applications. End Entry, Side Port,

and Multi Port designs are available 

in the configurations needed to

enhance system performance.

Specialized Advantages

Easier and less costly to install –
Exclusive Multi-Port feature (40A Series
only) allows vessels to be linked together
without costly manifolds.

Quick Lock SystemTM – Allows you to 
access membranes in seconds saving 
time and money.

Superior impact and corrosion 

resistance – Composite construction 
makes the difference.

Mirror-finish ID – Yields a precision bore 
and prevents biofouling.

Fiberglass fail-safe shell – Enables 
vessels to weep, preventing catastrophic
failure.

Higher temperature compatibility –

CodeLine housings can withstand 
greater temperatures than similar 
PVC units.

Side Port & Multi Port
Benefits – 40A Series

Reduced costs – Side Port feed and 
CodeLine’s exclusive Multi Port design 
allow for vessel-to-vessel connection, 
eliminating the need for costly manifolds. 

Greater flexibility – Multiple port 
options allow for a variety of system 
configurations.  

Easy membrane access – One-piece head
design and Quick Lock SystemTM provide
quick and easy membrane access. 

Simplified design – With fewer parts, the 
40A Series is easier to install and service.
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Side Port & Multi Port Specifications

Model Drawing Design Maximum Burst Element
Number Number Operating Pressure Operating Temperature Pressure Length

40A30 518001 300 psi / 20 Bar 176°F / 80°C 1800 psi / 122 Bar 1 - 6

(Includes adapters for all 40" nominal membrane connections)

For detailed drawings, parts list, adapters and 
components, visit our Web site at www.codeline.com.



FRP

Membrane

Housings

and the

ASME Code

Over the past several years, the membrane separation industry has grown 
to recognize that Fiber Reinforced Plastic (FRP) membrane housings must be built
to established industrial safety standards to help ensure consistently safe products.
The standard most recognized to govern the design and production of membrane
housings is the Boiler and Pressure Code of the American Society 
of Mechanical Engineers (ASME Code). Pressure vessels manufactured of 
fiberglass are specifically governed by Section X of the ASME Code. 
“Fiber Reinforced Plastic Pressure Vessels”.

ASME Code certified FRP housings are now readily available from several 
suppliers. However, some companies claiming ASME compliance are not qualified
to manufacture Code Certified products. This fact should be of critical concern 
to those responsible for the safety and longevity of a membrane installation.

There is a belief held by some in the membrane separation industry that a pressure
vessel designed in accordance with the ASME Code meets the essence of the 
Code. The feeling is that complete compliance is an unnecessary expense and 
third party certification is of minimal value. Section X is very specific in pointing 
out the fundamental error in this thinking.

Section X recognizes that, unlike metal construction, the fabricator of a fiberglass
vessel is responsible for the creation of a new and very temperamental material
every time a part is fabricated. Seventeen process variables are singled out as 
critical. Many of these are directly controlled by the production worker at the 
point of manufacture. With this chance of inconstancy, even a fundamentally 
sound design can be executed poorly and with disastrous results.

Section X provides the guidelines for a total quality system which ensures the 
complete control of these variables. Code compliance starts with accreditation 
of the manufacturer and has third party validation central to every proof of 
adequacy. The requirements can be described in three parts as follows:

1. Manufacturer Accreditation – The manufacturer must prove to a Senior Inspector
from the National Board of Pressure Vessel Inspectors and also to an ASME
Authorized Inspector from an independent inspection agency, that he has the
ability, integrity and total quality control system necessary to fabricate, in a 
production setting, pressure vessels that meet the standards of the ASME Code.

2. Design Qualification – All designs are approved by a Certified Professional
Engineer. The design, manufacturing procedures and materials of construction
must be proven capable of producing pressure vessels that meet the requirements
of the ASME Code. The ASME Authorized Inspector witnesses the fabrication 
and qualification test of the production prototype for each design.

3. Quality Validation – The quality and safety of each and every vessel must 
be proven through production tests and inspections. To be Code-stamped, 
each vessel must be inspected by the ASME Authorized Inspector during 
fabrication and testing.

Before accepting that a manufacturer has the ability to manufacture pressure 
vessels to meet your requirements for safety and longevity, ask to see his Certificate
of Authorization from the ASME authority. Even if an actual Code stamped vessel 
is not required, make certain that the manufacturer has demonstrated the ability 
to do so.

CodeLine has come to rely on the ASME Code and its mechanism for third party
guarantees, because, having been a fabricator of membrane housings for 20 years
and a holder of a Code stamp since 1984, we have found that the discipline of the
Code is essential to making a safe vessel.
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